Delaying the Decay of a Superposition of Resonance States.
A weak-field coherent control scheme is applied in order to enhance the decay lifetime of a superposition of overlapping resonance states. The scheme uses a pump laser field consisting of two pulses delayed in time, each of them exciting a different energy at which several resonances of the Ne-Br2(B) complex overlap. Simultaneous excitation of these two energies induces interference between the overlapping resonances, which causes an enhancement of the lifetime of the superposition created. By variation of the delay time between the pulses, the mechanism of resonance interference can be controlled and optimized to achieve a maximum lifetime enhancement. The optimal delay time between pulses leading to maximum superposition lifetime can be quantitatively predicted with a simple law. The effect of the interference mechanism on the lifetime enhancement is investigated. It is found that interference induces a transfer of amplitude between the different resonances back and forth, which delays significantly the natural resonance decay, increasing the global lifetime of the superposition. Due to the simplicity of the control scheme, a wide applicability is envisioned.